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Abstract: Database is used to store large amount of data. When the data size is growing, it is difficult to process using traditional data processing
application or tools. Today many organizations’s information is growing and they need a large data tools to store a huge amount of data. So, big
data tools arrive because of the drawback for storage and processing. Hadoop is an open source software and support many applications which
support petabyte sized analytics. This paper deals with working of Hadoop. HDFS is used for data storage in Hadoop. It distributes the work to
nodes and communicates with a single named server node and if the name server goes offline. HDFS must restart where it left out and it causes
some latency or delay in work of the system. Spark solves the problem of HDFS. It is a column oriented distributed database and has a fault
tolerant than HDFS. Spark is In-memory database where the queries of data are retrieved from RAM instead of physical disk the processing
speed of spark is much faster than Hadoop system. Map reduce is used for data processing and it splits the work and reduces it into single subset.
Keywords: Big Data, Hadoop System, HDFS, MapReduce, Spark, Cassandra, Databases.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Last three decade and even today, Relational database
management systems technology plays a major role for
online digital media, financial systems, insurance, health
care, and transportation etc. The amount of data collected
and analyzed in enterprises has increased several folds in
volume, variety and velocity. As an outcome, limitation of
traditional RDMS occurs. So a new class of systems had to
be designed and implemented, giving rise to the new
phenomenon of “Big Data”. “Bigness” of Big Data, volume
of data is only one factor in the requirements of modern data
processing platforms. Big Data is high volume, high
velocity, and high variety information assets that demand
cost effective, innovative forms of information processing
for enhanced insights and decision making. A study predicts
that the data is generated in digital form will double every
two years. A major factor behind this data growth is
connectivity via rapidly growing reach of mobile devices,
constantly connected to the networks. A vast amount of
data is not created by the users, but by the digital universe
and it is stored, managed and analyzed by the enterprises
such as Internet service providers and cloud service
providers. Big data is a collection of large and complex
datasets and it become difficult to process using traditional
data processing applications. Big data includes data sets
with terabytes to many petabytes of data sizes for capturing,
managing and processing the large amount of data within an
elapsed time. Big data tools are Hadoop, HPPC (High
performance computing clusters), and Storm. Big data are
high volume, velocity and variety of information [1].
Multidimensional big data is represented as tensors. Big
data usually includes data sets with sizes beyond the ability
of commonly used software tools to capture, curate, manage,
and process the data within a tolerable elapsed time. Big
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data sizes are a constantly moving target, as of 2012 ranging
from a few dozen terabytes to many petabytes of data in a
single data set. With this difficulty, new platforms of "big
data" tools are being developed to handle various aspects of
large quantities of data.
Examples include Big Science, web logs, RFID, sensor
networks, social networks, social data (due to the social data
revolution), Internet text and documents, Internet search
indexing, call detail records, astronomy, atmospheric
science, genomics, biogeochemical, biological, and other
complex and often interdisciplinary scientific research,
military surveillance, forecasting drive times for new home
buyers, medical records, photography archives, video
archives, and large-scale e-commerce. The challenges
Google faced in crawling the web, storing, indexing, ranking
and serving billions of web pages could not be solved with
traditional Data management systems. The content of
Google’s search index is exploded and consists of text,
images, video, geo-spatial and even renderings of structured
data. In 2003 and 2004, Google published details of Google
File system and Map Reduce programming framework.
Hadoop is developed and became a de facto standard for big
data platforms deployed today. The main value that can be
derived from Big Data is by aggregating vast amount of data
integrated from various sources.Fig.1 shows various
technologies used in Big Data. Most of the Big Data
processing technologies include Machine learning
algorithms and natural language processing algorithms.
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Figure.3:Data Sharing in MapReduce

Figure.1: Different technologies in Big Data

II.

HADOOP SYSTEM

Moving all the big data to one storage area network or
ETL server is not advisable for the big data volumes. Even
though, the movements of the data slow down the
bandwidth. With Hadoop, the raw data is stored directly to
low cost servers one time and only the results or output is
passed to the other systems. Hadoop systems sit side by side
with data warehouses.
Map and Reduce process distribute the work across the
nodes shown in Fig.3 [4]. This allows parallel processing.
With Massively Parallel processing, Hadoop can run on
different servers with less cost. As every node return their
result, reduce function combines the data to deliver a final
result.

A.

Architecture:
Hadoop is used to run on a large number of machines
and does not share any memory is shown in Fig.2. When the
data are stored in to Hadoop, it splits into pieces of work and
spreads it across different servers. Hadoop monitors every
movement of data and it knows where the data resides [2].

Figure.3:Map/Reduce DAG

B.

Figure 2. Hadoop System

a.
Working of Hadoop:[3]
a) Data is stored in to Hadoop.
b) Hadoop split and distributes the data across
multiple
machines.
c) Hadoop MapReduce perform the distributed queries on
the data is shown in Fig.3. Map reduce is an effective
framework for processing data.
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Data warehouses Vs Hadoop:
Hadoop is a storehouse and refinery for raw data. The
first step is to get all the reliable and cost effective data from
the sources such as sensors, machines, social media and etc.
Even the large and huge amount of data is stored in it, data
access is often much faster. Hadoop is a powerful and
dynamic archive.
Hadoop is used to maintain the large amount of data
without any loss. Hadoop storage grid is useful both for
capturing the raw data and long term storage of data.
Hadoop sits at both split ends of big scale life cycle. Hadoop
and the data warehouse will often work together in a single
information supply chain. When it comes to Big Data,
Hadoop excels in handling raw, unstructured and complex
data with vast programming flexibility.
Data warehouses also manage big structured data, are
shown in Fig4, integrating subject areas and providing
interactive performance through BI tools[5]. ETL processing
runs in parallel across the entire cluster results in much
faster operations. MapReduce program issue the SQL
statements to data warehouse. Map reduce is just a program.
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If the user needs to write the file, he must contact
namenode and will select the primary and secondary
replicas. If the client modification can be done to all
datanodes in any order, but the changes will be stored in
buffer of each datanode. All changes will be written to an
operation log file after the commit request to primary and
secondary. This log file maintain list of operation to recover
if any crash occurs. Name node also maintains the state of
an operation. In case of Namenode crash a new Namenode
will take the responsibility for restoring the state from the
last check point and replay the log file.

Business Intelligence
Tools

Integrated Data
Warehouse

ETL

CRM

SCM

ERP

Legacy

Third
Party

Figure 4. Data Warehouse

C.

Hdfs:
It is a distributed file system and it is capable of storing
large size of files with the sequential read and writes
operation [6]. Each file is divided into chunks and it is
stored across different multiple datanodes is shown in Fig 5.
HDFS is present at the bottom layer in the Hadoop system.
There is a master namenode who monitors overall file
directory and where the chunks present. Name node act as a
central node and can distribute and redistribute the
duplicates as needed. Name node cannot take overall control
of every request from the user and so it maintains a data
node. It informs all its chunks to the name node at boot up.
Each data node contains chunks of data and each chunk has
version number for all its updates. If any crash occurs in
Data Node it is known to Name node and later chunks will
be garbage collected at later time. When the users are
request to read a file, Name node will start the process. The
namenode will reply which datanode have the copy of the
client queries. So that the client or user can contact
respective datanode directly without contacting Namenode
further.
Secondary
NameNode

Name Node

Data Node

Figure.5: HDFS System
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D. HBase:
HBase is a column oriented DBMS and it runs on the
top of HDFS [7]. HBase is distributed and not a relational
database and structured query language does not work in it.
It consists of set of tables and each table contains rows and
columns. It is similar to the tradional database. Each table
has a primary key for each element and the user can access
to the table only by using primary key. It is different from
row oriented relational database. It allows attributes are
grouped together and get into the column families. HBase
predefine the entire table schema and specify the column
families. It allows adding new families at any time and able
to adapt to the changing requirements. HDFS has
masternode and slave node for performing the operations.
Mapreduce has job tracker and task traker slaves. Similarly
HBase has master node, it manages the cluster and servers
store the tables and do the work on the data. HBase is
sensitive to loss of master data. It is well suited for real time
data analysis and get the input and output for mapreduce
jobs run in Hadoop.
E. Data Access:
a. PIG:
Pig is a high level programming language and high
level data flow language [8]. It is an execution framework
for parallel computation. It runs at top of HDFS and works
within Hadoop and Mapreduce frameworks.
b. HIVE:
It is used to access the data and it is a data warehouse
infrastructure [11][12].It provides Query and Summarization
for Hadoop. It uses a SQL like Query Language to execute
map reduce jobs and mainly uses storage and execution
modules. Hive support any file system. Hive Queries are
first converted to a graph of Hadoop MapReduce jobs that
will be executed on Hadoop grid.Hive Query Language is
used to access the data and the constructs are SHOW,
DESCRIBE, SELECT, USE and JOIN. It not only contains
predefined functions or constructs.The other user defined
functions and serialization and Deserialization functions are
used. UDF allows programmers to write their functions and
connect a Hive Query language with functional and
scripting language. It contains metadata to store and keep
the information that links. The Hive Queries are listed. You
want to create a database.
hive> CREATE DATABASE demo;
Create a table with a schema
hive> CREATE TABLE demoTable (foo INT, bar
STRING);
hive> describe demoTable
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c.

AVRO:
It moves the data over the network. It is a serialization
system that converts data in to fast, compact binary format
[10].
F.

Management:

a.

Zookeeper and Chukwa:
Zookeeper gives coordination, configuration and group
services for distributed applications. Chukwa is used to
monitor the system.
III.

PROPOSED WORK

A.

Drawback of Hadoop:
HDFS communicate with a single named server node
and creating a single point of failure if the named server
goes offline. When this occurs, HDFS instance must restart
and pick up where it left out, causing delay in the work
processes of the system.

Fig.7: Data sharing in Spark

D.

Streaming SPARK:
It extends spark to perform streaming computations
[14]. The collection of objects or data can be stored in
memory across cluster nodes is show in Fig8. It
automatically restarts and recovers from failures. To
recompute the lost data, the resilient Distributed Dataset
follow the series of transformation and it is used to build
them [15].

B.

Cassandra:
It is a column oriented and scalable distributed database
[8]. It has no master server and there is high error tolerance
than HDFS. Cassandra has some advantages:
a. It has high fault tolerance
b. NOSQL family
c. Read and Write throughput is high
d. Replication is accepted and it is flexible than
HDFS
Cassandra gives its best but the processing speed is
slow than streaming spark.

Figure.8: Distributed Memory
Table1. Comparison of different database
Distributed
Databases
HDFS
CASSANDRA

C.

SPARK:
It replaces Cassandra and HDFS. Cassandra is better
than HDFS in fault tolerance. Spark is better than
Cassandra. Spark processing speed is faster than Hadoop
[13].The difference between Row Storage and Column
Storage are shown in Fig6a) and 6b).
1
2
3

Name1
Name2
Name3

Age1
Age2
Age3

Figure .6a) Row Storage
1
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2
Name2
Age2

3
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Figure.6b) Column Storage

The user’s requests are processed and the results are
driven in faster manner. MapReduce slow down the tasks
due to duplication, serialization and disk I/O.In Business
intelligence (BI), in-memory analytics is a methodology
used to solve difficult business problems. The data is stored
in RAM to maximize the speed, performance and reliability.
Mostly the Business Intelligence is disk based that the data
or queries are loaded on disks. But In-memory analytics, the
data are stored in RAM. It is accepted in 64-bit architecture,
so the memory space is large compared to 32-bit. It is
designed mainly for the queries which take long time to
process the data in large database. It is in-memory data
storage is shown in Fig7.
.
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SPARK
STREAMING
SPARK

Iterations
127 s/
iteration
127
s/iteration
174s/iteratio
n
175
s/iterations

IV.

Error
Tolerant
Less

Speed

Medium

Medium

High

10-100 times
faster
10-100 times
faster

High

Low

CONCLUSION

Big Data is emerging today. Many tools are available.
Hadoop System deals mainly with HDFS and MapReduce.
HDFS is a distributed file system is mainly designed to
handle large files with continuous read and write operation.
MapReduce splits the tasks across nodes and Reduce
function reduce the result into single set. This paper
concentrates on problem in Hadoop system and the
comparison of different databases. Cassandra is a column
oriented distributed database. It has a high error tolerant.
Spark is an in-memory database where the information is
directly stored in RAM instead of network or disks. so, the
processing time in spark is low.
V.
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